As a club, competition provider or RunTogether Group do I need a Covid-19 Officer?

Yes

For further guidance on what the Covid-19 Officer role involves go here (p2)

What is a Covid-19 secure environment?

For further guidance on what a Covid-19 secure environment is go here

After following the guidance, assessing the checklist and undertaking a risk assessment of my facility, track or running route, do I deem my ‘environment’ for athletics and running to be covid-19 secure?

Yes

What is the total number of people allowed to participate in my athletics/ running activity?

Unlimited*

In this scenario, what is the coach/ athlete ratio that the NGB advise for all athletes?

1:12

Are there any variations to these numbers/ ratios for certain age groups?

Yes U18s

The recommended coaching ratio is still 1:12 but a total group size is currently limited to 15 young people and their coaches. At the coach to athlete ratio of 1:12, a group of 15 young people would require 2 coaches.

No

Groups of 6

In this scenario, what is the coach/ athlete ratio that the NGB advise for all athletes?

1:5

Are there any variations to these numbers/ ratios for certain age groups?

No

What is the total number of people allowed to participate in my athletics/ running activity?

*Separate guidance applies for T&F competition see here

*Separate guidance applies for mass participation road races see here (TBC)